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CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Characteristics of a 
specific type of matter 
that describe its ability 
to change into 
something new and 
different when it reacts 
with another 
substance.



CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

EXAMPLE:

• Potassium sets on fire when coming in contact with water. So potassium has the 
chemical property of reactivity to water. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uixxJtJPVXk

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8tOtZKpi04

• When iron is exposed to air over time it begins to rust. This is due to the iron 
reacting with water and the oxygen in the air, creating something new: rust. So iron 
has the chemical property of reactivity to oxygen.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uixxJtJPVXk


CHEMICAL CHANGES

Observations 
that DO change 
the identity of 
the object 
making a NEW 
substance.



CHEMICAL CHANGES

TRANSLATION: The ability for one type of matter to change 
into another substance after a chemical reaction.



CHEMICAL CHANGES

Most chemical 
changes are not 
reversible. 
Once they are 
done you 
cannot undo 
them.



EXAMPLES OF CHEMICAL 
PROPERTIES/CHANGES

• Flammability

• Reacts with oxygen

• Reacts with acids and/or bases

• Reacts in the presence of electricity, heat, light

• Reacts to water, etc.

In other words anytime there is a reaction, it’s a chemical change, 
which shows you the matter has that property.



CHEMICAL CHANGES

Produce a NEW substance with different properties other 
than those of the original substance.



What to look for in a chemical reaction…

• Bubbles, fizzes, changes color (not dye)

• Taste change – cooking, burning, or spoiling food

• Odor change – smoke, fumes

• Changes in temperature – hot/cold

• Creation of a precipitate – when you mix two liquids and 
get a liquid and a solid.

• Creation of light

• Color change without the use of dyes



Creation of a Precipitate…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EQznGPZY5A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EQznGPZY5A


Changes in Temperature…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQkJI-Nq3Os

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQkJI-Nq3Os


Changes in Color (without Dyes)…

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5tOEBmBAHg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5tOEBmBAHg


When there is a chemical change, there is 
always also a physical change

When a chemical change happens, it usually also changes 
some of the physical properties as well …

Example: When I burn paper, that is a chemical change. 
The paper is reacting to the fire. It creates something 

new: ash and carbon dioxide gas! Ash and carbon dioxide 
gas look, smell, and feel totally different than the paper 

you originally started with.



POSTER GUIDELINES

1) Label poster Physical and Chemical changes.

2) Label and write the definition for both a physical change and chemical change.

3) Copy this sentence onto your poster - “When we have a chemical change, we also 
have a physical change.”

4) Draw 3 examples of a chemical change (work hard, and use color!). In each example, 
explain the chemical change. You must also write at least one physical change that 
occurred during or after the chemical change has happened.

Example: Baking cookies. You would draw the dough before its cooked, and then after. 
Explain: “When heat is added to raw cookie dough, it turns into something new -
COOKIES! We also have physical changes as well – The baked cookies have a different 
color and texture than the original dough.” (Do not use this example on your poster!)


